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A documentary soundwalk based on a 2017
sexual assault trial in St. John's.
• Walk downtown - hear sounds and voices where
many of the events took place.
• Plays automatically as you walk, triggered by
your phone's built-in GPS.
• Or listen at home in armchair podcast mode.
• The words that were actually spoken in the trial.

LAUNCH Sunday Sept. 9th, 8pm, The Ship
Free
download
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WHAT SUBJECTS SHOULD BE REQUIRED
CLASSES IN OUR SCHOOL CURRICULUM
(BUT CURRENTLY ISN’T)
September is back to school month.
Math makes sense, so we can
calculate our personal or provincial
debt, or because it makes us flex our
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brains in a way that makes it grow.

The Overcast is a multi-award-winning
media body in St. John’s, NL. Best known
for its monthly print magazine, its website,
theovercast.ca, posts a story or 2 a day, and
houses an add-your-own community event
listings for St. John's, as well as the St. John's
Eats dining and review directory.
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Literature is great because books
understanding of the world. Health
class keeps us healthy, gym keeps
us fit. But what subject do you think
is sorely lacking from a child or
teenager’s education that could really
prepare them for the real, hard adult
world? Political Science? Personal
Finance Management? Basic
Communications, so no one puts an
emoji on their resume, or talks to

A GUY NAMED FISHER FISHED
UP DINO-FOSSILS BY ACCIDENT

someone of differing opinions like

Geotechnical instrumentation technician
Scott Fisher was working at the Syncrude
Canada's North Mine site in Fort Mac last
month, when he went for a walk, fumbled on
a plesiosaur fossil, and stumbled into that
week's newscycle.

you answered.

BLACK WIDOW
SPIDERS ARE CREEPING
NORTHWARDS TOWARDS US
A CBC Report states, "Venomous
northern black widow spiders are
being spotted farther north than
they've ever been found before."
Thank your local climate change
deniers for their expanding range.

TRUMP'S (HOLLYWOOD)
STAR IS TARNISHED
The West Hollywood City Council
has unanimously approved a resolution
that Trump’s star be removed
from the Hollywood Walk of
Fame. Their rationale?
The star is being repeatedly
vandalized.

an Internet Troll? We asked, and

'What I think needs to go into the curriculum
(or back in to be more accurate), is Critical
Thinking. There is a raft of news sources
accessible to us nowadays that we didn’t have
when I was a child, and it’s made us mentally
lazy. No one checks sources, people cite
garbage facts from memory (or “meme-ory”)
or spout statistics they don’t understand – or
worse – make them up on the spot. In an
age of “Fake News” ... you can't trust a single
source, and it’s far better to educate yourself
and know what you are talking about, to
question everything, and seek truth in all
things." - TANNHAUSER
"I think there should be a contemporary issues
course. It takes current issues from the news
headlines, and makes kids think about these
things. I mean really think about them, and
engage with their world, and why the issue
is happening, and what, realistically could be
done. If nothing else, it'd teach kids to think
critically, and communicate with articulation,
not emojis and abbreviations." - KELLY ANNE

"I would say schools
should put more focus
on practical, hands-on
skills. Cooking and
nutrition, household
maintenance, basic
mechanical skills. In a
perfect world, kids would
learn this stuff from their
parents, but many
don't, and even at my
age I am shocked by
how many people
don't know how
to cook a proper
meal, change a tire,
use a screwdriver, etc.
I know the schools already
offer this stuff, but when I was there they
were optional 1 credit "veg" courses that
weren't taken seriously by the students,
or the teachers, and it doesn't look like
the high school curriculum has changed in
the 10 years since I graduated. I think they
should be mandatory courses just like math
or English. These courses would also teach
the foundational skill for many careers; not
everyone goes to university." - SCULPIN
"Civics - the number of people in society who
are disengaged from the democratic process is
the main reason for the democratic process
not really working." - ROB PITTMAN
"Civics. It's a shame how
many people do not know
what voting system we
use, how government is
formed, and what each
level of government is
responsible for. It also
should be mandatory."
- ALLEY DEE

"Personal Finance - millennials are poor
because nobody taught us what to do with
what little money we have. What the hell
is a GIC?" - ROB PITTMAN

"Consent. It sounds so simple, but we forget
what it's like to be teenagers. Every second
thought is about sex, Internet Porn is teaching
unrealistic power dynamics (men having their
way with women, namely, or that sex is for
male gratification), and we don't have the
restraint we have as adults, or, the tolerance
for thinking clearly when drinking. Too
many rapes occur in high school
and early university because
we fail to teach consent at
the right age." - SPEAKING
FOR EVERYONE

"A course on etiquette!
How to conduct yourself
in common social and
business situations, as
many at that age may not
have learned yet, from when
to offer your seat on a bus to a
stranger, to how to share a cab. Manners!
It's something that's seriously lacking
in many young people I meet nowadays.
May as well try and teach it to them
while they're young, or they may be
doomed and end up a friggin' asshole their
entire life." - EELANUS
"HOW TO CLEAN UP AFTER
THEMSELVES." - CHUCKEY HULL
"How the World Works 101. I'll bet you 500
dollars you couldn't ask the same 20 year
old the following 3 questions and have them
answer: 1.) What is the role of the senate in
Canadian politics? 2.) Why, exactly, do we
need vitamins in the food we eat? 3.) How
are fossil fuels causing climate change,
exactly?" - OLD CURMUDGEON
"More history. How can we understand
what's wrong with the world, without
understanding how we got to
this point? Take our current
discontent with government,
or our concerns with big
business busting the
world into pieces -- we're
way too complacent,
because we think 'that's
just how it is,' but it's
not how it always was.
Humanity predates capitalism,
Canada's system of government,
hell, governments. We can't think
critically about changing the systems at play
in the world, without understanding how
things came to be." - MART MCFLY
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Neat Newfoundland
History BY CHAD PELLEY
Newfoundland and Labrador.
And Labrador. Everyone’s aware
how big, long, and clunky our
province’s name is, especially
graphic designers or journalists
working with limited space and
wordcounts. What our province
lacks in financial foresight, we
make up for in syllables.
We all know our province
is two rather different
geographic entities
arbitrarily aligned as one.
Fewer people know why, or
how the union came to be, so,
here it is in under 500 words.

Visually, when looking at a map of Canada,
Labrador still looks like it belongs to Quebec
moreso than Newfoundland, barring the
jagged border between Quebec and Labrador.
The origin and rationale of that strange erratic
border warrants an article in itself, and
Quebec has never formally accepted it.

Basically, the line was drawn by the Judicial
Committee of the Privy Council – the highest
court of appeal for British territories and
Commonwealth countries – at a time when
Canada and Newfoundland were two separate
dominions of the British empire, that were
disputing over the border between
them. Canada/Quebec felt the border
should follow the coast, extending
just a mile or two inland. But the
What our province
Privy Council ruled the border be
lacks in financial
set at the “height of land,” to include
foresight, we
make up for in
all territory whose waters flowed
syllables.
east to the Atlantic. Which made for a
jagged border.

In a nutshell, Newfoundland inherited it
from Quebec after a war. When the British
won the Seven Years War against France
in 1763, the Treaty of Paris granted Britain
possession of what is today Quebec, and this
included the mass of land known as Labrador.
At this time, Newfoundland was also owned
by the Brits. Britain decided to give leaders in
Newfoundland control of Labrador, given our
close proximity to The Big Land, and because
the booming fishery of Newfoundland could be
extended up into the Coast of Labrador.
Quebec got rule of Labrador back though,
11 years later, as part of the Quebec Act.
This happened as a result of considerable
friction between Quebec and Newfoundland
over ownership of Labrdor, to which Britain
caved. This agreement was again reversed
in 1809, when Newfoundland was re-given
Labrador, in part so we could fend off illegal
fishing in the area by Americans. Labrador
was a ping pong ball or trading piece caught
between the politics of various countries.
(All the while there were Innu, Inuit and Metis
living there, whose existance majorly predates
the French and English who were vying to
administer Labrador.)
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Today’s Canadian province of Newfoundland
has really benefitted from the history that
gifted it Labrador, in the form of lucrative
mining operations, tourism dollars, and
mega-power projects (seldom in the best
interest of Labradorians. Muskrat Falls aside,
the last hydro project in Labrador, from Joey
Smallwood’s time in power, flooded ancient
burial grounds, disrupted habitat of woodland
caribou Inuit really rely on for food, and more).
Interestingly, despite the French-EnglishFrench-English History of colonial takeover of
Labrador, the term Labrador is of Portuguese
origin. The name, Labrador, comes from the
Portugese word for farmer or land-owner:
Lavrador. But The Big Land is not named for,
nor known for its farmers. Labrador is named
after João Fernandes Lavrador, a Portuguese
explorer who was in the area in 1498. Lavrador
was in fact a farmer as well, from Azores
Island.
Today, Labrador constitutes 71% of the land
area of our province, but not even 10% of its
population. Until the 1950s, its people were
primarily Innu and Inuit. In 2001, our province
officially changed its name to Newfoundland
& Labrador.

NL’s First DC Comics Artist,
Mike Feehan, on His Surreal
Year with Snagglepuss
BY EVA CROCKER

St. John’s-based illustrator
and comics artist Mike Feehan
appeared as a Special Guest at Fan
Expo Canada in Toronto
this month.
Feehan was representing
his work on Exit Stage
Left: The Snagglepuss
Chronicles, a reboot
of a classic comic
launched by DC Comics
in January of 2018 to
rave reviews.
Feehan has been passionate
about drawing and illustration for longer
than he can remember. He got his first
commissions in junior high, when he
was asked to design posters for school
dances and later the National Heritage
Fair. After high school he completed
degrees in graphic design and 3D
animation, but found that working in
those fields wasn’t nearly as rewarding
for him as illustration.
He has been regularly attending Fan
Expo Canada and other pop culture
conventions for about a decade. At the
expos he would sell prints and bring a
portfolio of work to share with comic
book publishers in the hope of landing a
gig. At last year’s Fan Expo Canada, his
work struck a chord with a DC Comics
rep, and a few days later he received an
email asking if he could draw, “...talking
animals (serious ones, not goofy ones).”
From there, Feehan was asked to
revamp the Hanna-Barbera character
Snagglepuss. The original Snagglepuss
is lovable pink cat with a panache for
showbizz, probably best known for his
catchphrase, “Heavens to Murgatroyd.”
In the 2018 re-imagining of the
Snagglepuss story, he is a gay playwright

from the southern states living through
the McCarthy-era and facing persecution
for participating in “un-American
activities.” DC Comics hired Feehan to
pencil an issue of the limited edition
mini series, Exit Stage Left: The
Snagglepuss Chronicles
each month for
six months. “As
someone who
really wanted to
work in comics
for years, going
from zero to
having to do an
issue per month
for six months for
this whole mini series
was kind of surreal,”
Feehan said. “The writer on
it is critically acclaimed, so when the
series got announced there were news
articles about it. The pressure was on
immediately, so it was this very intense
seven month period of just drawing
comics and getting interviewed and stuff.”
Feehan has been told that he is the
only person from Newfoundland to
work for either DC Comics or Marvel
Comics. While he’s thrilled to have had
the opportunity to work for DC, he says
there are tons of talented Newfoundland
comics artists and he would love to see
them get similar recognition. Feehan
would also like to see local pop culture
conventions devote more programming
to comics events. “There’s not a lot of
attention paid to comics in Newfoundland,
and I think there’s a community here that’s
waiting for that. There are talented people
making comics like Wallace Ryan and
Paul Tucker and Kelly Bastow,” Feehan
said. “I think people would come here if
we had a comics festival, or even if the
pop culture cons gave some time to comic
books. There’s totally a market, there’s
three comic book stores in St. John’s and
the surrounding areas. People should pay
attention to [the comics community here]
and hopefully it will grow.”

PHOTO: DC COMICS

How N
Became NL

Interestingly, during some hard times,
Newfoundland tried to sell Labrador back to
Quebec for $15 million in 1924. It was one of 4
times, pre-confederation, that Newfoundland
tried selling Labrador off to Canada, but
Canada was never willing to pay what we
were asking, so Labrador remained forever
Newfoundland’s.
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THESE Local
Kids Are
Putting Your
Ambition to
Shame

Newfoundland-splaining
Why Some People Say "Chicargo"
BY LAUREN POWER

Fact: Newfoundlanders can be really particular about their
pronunciations. Rather, we can be really particular about how
non-residents pronounce “Newfoundland.” Locals tend to bust out
the Newfoundland-splaining anytime a non-resident doesn’t land
a perfect pronunciation on the first try. But it could be said that we
tend to mangle a place name here and there, too. Case in point: Chicago.
Some of us (particularly the older crowd) tend to hit a phantom hard ‘R’ sound in the
middle of the word, morphing it into “Chicargo.” And it’s not just us. Many people in
Ireland share the same linguistic quirk. What gives? According to Dr. Philip Hiscock,
Associate Professor of Folklore at Memorial, “The name Chicago is not originally
English.” He says “the English-speaking inhabitants got it from the French who got it
from the local [indigenous] people. The middle vowel, ‘A,’ was never pronounced as you
might expect in a ‘closed syllable’ of English, like hat, cat, cag, sag, and so on. Instead, it
was pronounced by the native people, the later French, and the still-later English settlers
there, with a vowel much like the French in, say quatre or France, as said in French. Most
English dialects do not actually have that sound, so it slipped a little sideways for most
speakers, into the vowel (most) North Americans use in doll, cod, frog” says Hiscock.
Verdict: Chicago or Chicargo. It’s a dialect thing. Everybody’s right!

She’s says it’s hard work, but she says it’s
good money too. What were you doing when
you were 13 that would’ve gotten you a full
feature CBC story?
MICAH AND JONATHAN SACREY
3D Portrait Prints

They say that 30 years from now, we’ll be
printing new hearts and kidneys with 3D
printers, instead of transplanting
human organs. And that sooner
still, hunters will be able to just
print a gun to get their moose
BY CHAD PELLEY
with. If that all sounds a bit
far-fetched to you, check out
Mallard Cottage is
what
these 2 brothers from
Kids dream big. Half the
among Dariya's
Stephenville have launched,
clients
time it’s cute delusion,
with 3D Portrait Prints. They’ve
but sometimes it gets the
taken flat, 2D things like company
job done, because having your
signs and keychains to a whole new
head in the clouds is a clever way
dimension, literally. The sibling duo took
home the Trailblazer award at this year’s
to not see or be daunted by any
Youth Ventures Newfoundland and Labrador
hurdles in your way. Here are
Awards. Of their win, Youth Ventures said,
some kids in the news recently,
“Their business will change the way people
for seeing the light in a lightbulb
preserve and cherish memories, loved
moment, and not letting it burn out
ones’ photos, and even the way businesses
market themselves. Therefore, they are
like too many of us do.
truly trailblazing.”
DARIYA SOOLEY
Shoreganics
KIMBERLEY DUNPHY
KMD Designs
Dariya Sooley runs “Shoreganics” in
Kimberley Dunphy of KMD Designs took
Trepassey. The pun-name alone deserves
home the “Venture of the Year” award at this
applause, and her operation deserves a
year’s Youth Ventures Newfoundland and
standing ovation. Who wants to eat meat
Labrador Awards. Her products are varied
that was shipped here in a container, after
– wine glasses, jewelry, makeup brush
being raised in the kinds of conditions that
holders, cards – but united by the designs
make food and safety inspectors wear a
she puts on them. Like most entrepreneurs,
mask, when your plate-bound fowl can be
she started this up when she found herself
free-range delicious, and raised down on the
bored in a job, and wanting to monetize
Southern Shore? Dariya’s lightbulb moment
her personal interests. After making a few
came from a pet duck. (Yeah, really.) She got a
mugs and the like for family and friends, she
baby duck when she was 11. Two years later,
followed through on some encouragement
her vision has hatched into
to try and sell her stuff online, and she says
a bustling business she
things went viral from there. This
can’t keep up. In addition
was back in 2015, when
to selling eggs and meat
she was selling her stuff
in her hometown of
through Facebook and
Trepassey, more than
Instagram. By the summer
one chef from town has
of 2017, she’d opened her
come knocking with
own store in Carbonear.
hopes of landing some
Now she has a website,
of her product. Now
from which she’s taking
she’s now the It Girl
orders worldwide, and in
for scoring chickens,
addition to selling her own
ducks, turkeys,
highly customizable products,
3D P
she’s selling items made by
quail, and guinea
ortrait P
other female entrepreneurs.
rints
fowl on the Avalon.
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BAR STARS
An Astrological
Guide To Booze
BY FELICITY ROBERTS

Bottom line ; the right thing to drink
is what you like to drink, and the
right way to drink it is the way you
like to drink it. That said, the current
cocktail craze has us all trying new
things, some local, some exotic, some
totally obscure.
You can choose your cocktail by the
base of the drink (gin, rum, etc.), the mix
(juice, soda, maybe just more booze), the
region of origin, or your mood at the time.
Or, you can drink by your star sign. Each
sign rules certain geographical regions,
foods , herbs, and spices, all of which can
be considered when deciding on your next
beverage. Here's a thoughtful guide, lighter
options also included.
ARIES
• Manhattan variation made with 		
Newfoundland Distillery Co. Aquavit
• A turbo Gin and Tonic: add cold brew
coffee to the standard.
• Pale lager.
TAURUS
• Fig Bourbon Fizz, using fig jam; the
"fizz" is cream soda.
• Plum Dang It: Rum and plum. Complete
its sweet flavour with lime.
• Shiraz.
GEMINI
• Caraway Old Fashioned, using
caraway infused bitters.
• Black Licorice, simply Sambuca and Pepsi.
• Saison style beer.
CANCER
• Ginger Beer Margarita with sea salt rim.
• Grapefruit Penicillin , a great twist on the
scotchy classic.
• Easy drinking beer like Muskoka's Detour.

LEO
• The Godfather, whiskey meets Amaretto.
• Tequila Sunrise to celebrate your ruling
planet, make it a Clarks Beach Sunrise by
substituting Aquavit.
• Red Stripe beer.
VIRGO
• Swiss Cartel, the surprisingly
delicious tequila Negroni.
• Cucumber Dill Paloma is a refreshing
take on the tequila classic, vodka 		
substitution works too.
• Champagne or Prosecco.
LIBRA
• Fox Mulder, an out of this world blend of
rye, lemon, pineapple, and Chartreuse.
• Vanilla Mojito, just as cooling as the
original but softer.
• Sapporo beer.
SCORPIO
• Mary Kim, a tequila Bloody Mary with
kimchi.
• Chanterelle Martini , hit the woods or visit
your local forager for the 'shrooms to
make the syrup.
• Chardonnay.
SAGITTARIUS
• Basil Smash, a fresh and potent gin
creation.
• Long Beach Iced Tea, made by 		
substituting cranberry juice for cola.
• Unpretentious red wine such as 		
Szekszardi Voros.
CAPRICORN
• Ruby Queen, scotch, beet juice, and honey
with citrus and tarragon garnish.
• Juliet and Romeo, gin based with mint,
cucumber, and rosewater.
• Brown Ale like Newcastle.
AQUARIUS
• Celery Cup, a vegetal Pimms Cup adding
cucumber vodka muddled with celery.
• Caesar, loads of garnish.
• Blue collar beer like Pabst Blue Ribbon.
PISCES
• Thai Style Bloody Mary, spicy with lime,
cilantro, fish sauce and a shot of beer.
• Clover Club, vintage, frothy and gin-based
with raspberry.
• Refreshing Vinho Verde wine.

Fun fact about the Manhattan Though it’s named after an American City, this
classic cocktail generally uses Canadian whiskey (aka rye) in its recipe, because
that’s what was readily available during prohibition in The States.
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Something
to Taco
’bout

The Nacho
Shoppe Open in
St. John's
BY LAUREN POWER

Nachos can be
found on the
menu of pretty
much every casual
restaurant in the
country. As popular as
they are, nachos are seldom
given the culinary spotlight.
The Nacho Shoppe (279 Portugal
Cove Road) is hoping to bring the
crowd around by offering the
city’s best nachos, on demand.
“We figured it would be a unique offering
to be able to get nachos at a fastcausal level, instead of having to go to
a restaurant,” says Caitlyn Broderick
of The Nacho Shoppe. “Like our slogan
says, ‘Everyone Loves Nachos.’”
Among those supporting the endeavor
is local folk musician D’Arcy Broderick.
Broderick has had some luck with
developing crowd-pleasing original
concepts for establishments, having

turned Shamrock City Pub into a
successful franchise. “The Nacho
Shoppe is the first place to focus on
nachos,” says Caitlyn Broderick. “We
have 15 unique signature nachos, which
are recipes we came up with that you
would not typically find on a restaurant
menu. These we like to call ‘Nacho
Ordinary Nachos.’”
At the Nacho Shoppe, diners will find
Cheeseburger Nachos, Pizza Nachos,
Sloppy Joe Nachos, Donair
Nachos, and more. “We
also offer burritos,
smothered burritos,
tacos, quesadillas,
chilli, and salads,”
says Broderick. “The
four most popular
menu items so far
seem to be the Tex-Mex
beef, Tex-Mex chicken,
BBQ chicken and pulled pork.
However, the Sweet Chilli Thai Chicken
Nachos is a staff favourite, as well as the
Fish Taco with chipotle mayo!”
For the bold and not-so-bold, the Nacho
Shoppe offers a "toppe your own" option,
with everything from nacho standards
like jalapeños to oddball choices like
pickles. “The idea behind the pickles in the
beginning was to be offered as a topping
for our Signature Cheeseburger Nachos
– you can’t have a cheeseburger without
pickles!” says Broderick. “However, we
have been very surprised that many
customers have been choosing pickles as a
topping for other types of nachos as well!”
The Nacho Shoppe (279 Portugal Cove
Road, the former location of Popeye’s
Supplements) is now open.

Nacho Facts!
Nachos have been around since 1943, originating in the city of Piedras Negras in the
Mexican state of Coahuila, which is about 5 km from the Mexico-U.S. border. According
to local legend, Ignacio "Nacho" Anaya created the appetizer using restaurant leftovers:
tortillas and cheese. The recipe ended up in the Eagle Pass church cookbook, and nachos
have been a mainstay of Tex-Mex fusion cuisine ever since. “Stadium nachos” or “theatre
nachos” are a different beast altogether, differentiated by the presence of vibrant yellow
nacho cheese sauce. Nacho cheese sauce was first documented in 1976 at Arlington
Stadium in Arlington, Texas. They were so popular, they were mentioned frequently on
Monday Night Football, and the rest is nacho history.

5 Rural
Restaurants
Serving Up
Vibrant, Local
Dishes
BY CHAD PELLEY

There was a time when hitting the
road in Newfoundland meant eating
nothing but death-defying deep-fried
fare like Fish’n’Chips & Fries’n’Gravy;
a veritable buffet of beige for days
on end. These days, things are a little
less grim, and a lot more delicious and
locally focussed.
Below are 5 of a growing number of rural
restaurants revitalizing the vibrancy of food
being served around the bay. There are plenty
of others being skipped over here, like Sea
Salt & Thyme in Brigus, for example, or The
Twine Loft in Trinity, or Two Whales Cafe in
Port Rexton. Hell, you could do a food crawl in
Bonavista at this point (Neil’s Yard, Bonavista
Social Club, Boreal Diner, Saucy Mouth Food
Truck, and more)
BLACK SPRUCE
Gros Morne
Bettina Lori and partner
Herbert Schumacher
are originally from
Switzerland. They fell
so in love with Gros
Morne National Park,
they moved there,
and opened Neddie’s
Harbour Inn. For the
last 7 years, the
Inn’s restaurant,
The Black Spruce, has
been run by an award-winning chef and
cookbook author, Jason Lynch. The menu
boasts making everything in-house, and using
local and sustainably harvested food, much of
which comes from a garden on the property,
and the fish plant in Rocky Harbour.

Black

Duff with molasses and sea buckthorn ice
cream; Handmade cavatelli with seasonal
ingredients.
CANVAS COVE BISTRO
Twillingate
Remember The Reluctant Chef? One of the
best restaurant’s in St. John’s history? Its
founder and one of its chefs, Tony Butt &
Chef Michael Boyd, are now running this spot
in Twillingate (which serves fabulous beer
made up the road at Split Rock Brewery).
In their own words, they “offer an inspired
take on traditional, fresh seafood and local
ingredients.”
Sample Dishes: pan-fried cod with chimibutter and smoked turnip, pickled beets, and
savoury porridge; Seal Rigatoni with fresh
dill, parmesan, chopped pickle, tossed in a
dijon & shallot cream sauce; Smoked capelin
on a marinated kale and sunflower seed
salad; “Newfoundland Ploughan's,” which is
a charcuterie board from the sea (ceviches,
preserved fish, tartars, dips, etc).
FORK
Witless Bay
Most nights, The Irish Loop Café in Witless
Bay is taken over by Kayla O’Brien and Kyle
Puddester’s popular pop-up restaurant,
Fork. Prior to Fork, Puddester was a sous
chef at Blue on Water, and O’Brien worked
at both Portabello’s and Exile. Asking the
owners of the café if they could use it at
night was no harder than asking a favour
of a friend – Kayla grew up
working as a waitress at
Irish Loop Café. The menu
here changes constantly, so
they can serve whatever’s
fresh and in-season, and the
food is consistently vibrant
and modern. A lot of the
ingredients come from Witless
Bay, including the salt they
make themselves from the
sea out front.

Spruce

Sample Dishes: Sea buckthorn panna cotta;
Salt roasted beets with a citrus vinaigrette,
spiced granola, and local honey; Figgy

PHOTO: THEBLACKSPRUCE.CA / GABE FISHER

Beyond the Beige

Sample
Dishes:
Scallop
ceviche with strawberry,
jalapeno, and mint;
Placentia Bay scallops
with compressed
watermelon, cucumber,
almonds, and prosciutto;
Dandelion pesto and duck
breast with confit granola
and wildflower honey.

FISHER’S LOFT
Port Rexton
The Fisher’s Loft is a stunning property; it
feels like a commune you’d never want to
leave, and an Instagrammer’s paradise.
Fisher’s Loft is home to a perfect inn,
conference centre, and gardening operation
drawn on by its restaurant. The menu is
dictated by what’s fresh in their garden and
greenhouse, whatever fish is in season and
available from the local market, and whatever
forageables like berries and mushrooms
are ripe for the picking in the area (Port
Rexton is particularly well-known for its
partridgeberries). They do 4-course meals,
$65 dollars a head, twice
nightly (5:15 & 7:30), and
serve breakfast.

Fisher's

Loft

Sample Dishes:
Sorrel soup with black
pepper crème fraîche;
Panko crusted halibut
with citrus rice and
asparagus; Cod with
roasted leeks, potato
purée, and sesame
brown butter.

GRATE’S COVE STUDIOS
Grate’s Cove
A Cajun-Newfoundland fusion that, in their
own words, “explores the abundance of
top quality seafoods readily available, as
well as the bounty of berries, mushrooms,
and other wild delights that inhabit the
misleadingly labeled ‘barrens.’” Owners
Terrence and Courtney Howell met while
teaching in Korea; he’s from Newfoundland
and she from Louisiana, hence the CajunNewfoundland fusion. After 4 years of
working together on disaster relief in
Louisiana, Post Hurricane Katrina, they fled
The States for small-town Newfoundland
in an old car that ran on vegetable oil, and
bought an old school house in Grate’s Cove,
which they converted into a complex to
house all their passions. You can sleep at
Grate’s Cove Studio, check out its art gallery,
or even take a cooking class here. They also
offer take-out picnic boxes for folks looking
to explore the area.
Sample Dishes:
Legit seafood gumbo; Creole BBQ & ginger
calamari; Dijon molasses sausage burger;
Lobster pie; Snow crab etouffee.
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SPIN THIS.

NEW RELEASES
Paul Brace
Liars and Actors
REVIEW BY BRAD PRETTY

Full of uptempo, poppy anthems that vibrate between the early
80’s and alt-rock 90s, the majority of Paul Brace’s Liars and Actors
doesn’t tonally fit with what one might call a “meditation.” But for all
intents and purposes, the album is an 8-song attempt to find peace
amidst a storm.
But instead of letting life-altering events throw him into dreary, sparse musical places, it
instead led him to 8 songs infused with care and polish, with celebration, with thought,
and with all sorts of emotion - not just those reflective of an existential crisis. From the
outset, U2 tones conspire with funky samples to bring you into the fold with “Awake.”
There’s a lot of ground covered over the 8 songs, from Blue Rodeo-esque Canadiana to
epic nu-metal overtures. It’s a toybox of sounds, reflective of a man who obviously has a
large palette of tastes.
Paul Brace is an accomplished musician, and this album was a long time coming.
Besides a life as a band member with local alt-rock juggernauts HotXProxy and
Waterfront Fire (whose members feature heavily on the album), he’s been plying his
singer-songwriting skills for years now. A regular radio host on Coast 101.1, a fulfilling
and respected musical life sounds like a goal many of us close to the industry would
have - but then came cancer. Treatable cancer, thankfully, but his focus rightfully turned
to battling the beast in lieu of other pursuits.
But his mortality became more and more evident through treatments, giving him the
drive to make a fully fledged album. This album. The one that every musician wants to
think they’ll get around to someday. The album that best exemplifies what they want
to achieve through music. Few can say they ever did it, let alone made an album that
served as a breakout piece of work, garnering well-deserved accolades.
Liars and Actors will always come with the baggage of Paul’s cancer. There’s no way
around it. It’s the book the story was written in. But the motivations behind the album
serve mostly as an aside, and often a theme it tackles. Sympathy for suffering is one thing;
the art that arises from it another. This album was borne from such turbulence, but by no
means should it be judged solely on it. No - this record stands on its own feet, a prime
example of a musician fully motivated by catharsis and a pure creative spirit. Don’t listen to
it because of the story - listen to it because it’s good, and let the story give it context.
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The Swinging Belles
The Superstar Sibling
Detective Agency
REVIEW BY SANDY MAY

Parenthood is supposed to transform us into better human beings, with
a seemingly unavoidable worse taste in music. Tribe Called Quest and
Wu-Tang … are traded in for Old Macdonald Had a Farm, and Wheels on
the Bus, until one day anthropomorphised insects singing The Beatles
makes perfect sense.
While I’ve never expected my young children to cheer for the Bronte sisters over
Goodnight Moon at bedtime, music is one area where I’ve stubbornly refused to
acquiesce. But how to bridge the gap between Blood on the Tracks and Baa Baa Black
Sheep? Enter The Swinging Belles, and their new album The Superstar Sibling Detective
Agency. The Swinging Belles, for anyone unfamiliar, are an energetic Juno award winning
swing band for kids. Erin Power and Laura Winter are the group’s cheerful and animated
vocalists and storytellers.
They sing songs about the importance of dusting yourself off, having a positive attitude, and
valuing your friends, with all the sweetness of Julie Andrews assigning you homework, which
makes sense given that Power and Winter can both be found teaching primary school when
not performing as The Belles. The Swinging Belles make music for children first and foremost,
but there’s enjoyment for parents that extends beyond watching your kids’ avant garde dance
moves. Swinging Belles guitarist Duane Andrews is an extraordinary musician who combines
traditional Newfoundland music with Manouche gypsy jazz in the style of Django Reinhardt,
and it’s his musicianship that really helps to bridge the gap between parents and children.
The combination of Power, Winter, and Andrews has been winning over multigenerational fans since their 2015 debut More Sheep, Less Sleep, which culminated in
the 2016 Juno for Children’s Album of the Year. The Swinging Belles maintain, and even
expand their energetic swing-jazz sound with their new release The Superstar Sibling
Detective Agency. Enlisting the help of good friends The Once, Patrick Boyle, Greg Bruce,
Curtis Andrews, Kathy Conway Ward and Andrew Cooper, the album is a dash of Dolly
Parton’s The Grass is Blue, The McGarrigle Sisters’ Log Driver’s Waltz, The Triplets of
Belleville, and the Quintette du Hot Club de France.
In any case, what have the children got to say about it? My test-subjects, Jules and Anouk, are
really the best positioned to review The Superstar Sibling Detective Agency. Jules didn’t say
much, but bounced wildly in his rocker until passing out. Anouk, the more thoughtful critic of
the two, gave the album high praise, and enthusiastically singled out Sea Creatures Ball, All the
Dogs, Fly, and Brightest on the Heart as some of her favourites. (Fans of bluegrass artist Old
Man Luedecke will recognize this last track as a cover off his 2015 album Domestic Eccentric).
All in all, The Superstar Sibling Detective Agency is an enjoyable combination of good
messages, good humour and good music. The energetic and participatory nature of the
group’s live performances shines through, and ultimately shows that it is indeed possible
for music made for children to be entertaining and engaging for all.
Hot off their performance at La Semaine Acadienne in Courseulles sur Mer, France, The
Swinging Belles will host the official launch party of The Superstar Sibling Detective
Agency in a grand Carnival-style extravaganza, at The Lantern on October 13th. Stay tuned
for ticket details!

BY ELIZABETH WHITTEN

When Anahareo Doelle moved
back to St. John’s after years
abroad as a performing aerialist,
she was immediately struck by
the lack of circus culture that she
had grown used to. The idea to
create a high-level circus festival
in her hometown began to form.
“My dream was like, ‘Oh, if we had all these
amazing artists and workshops, I’d want to
go to that festival,’” she said. Now years later,
the St. John's International CircusFest is set

like expanding circuses across
Canada and potential social
outreach. There will also be
workshops for artists to take
part in, like the aerial hoop.
And on the 30th there will be a
free Family Fun day for the public
at Atlantic Place.

The festival runs from
The festival
September 27th to 30th and
runs from
is hosted by Wonderbolt
September
Circus and performers from
27-30
as far away as Finland will be
in town to dazzle audiences. The
opening night show at the LSPU Hall
Doelle often visits Montreal, where
features the 7 Fingers, a Montreal troop.
she’s surrounded by circus culture and
“When I was in Montreal last week and I
the city also has great festivals, like
told people they were coming, they were
Complètement Cirque. It made her want to
like, ‘Oh! Tell me more! If this is serious and
bring something like that to St. John’s.
you’re managing to get them here the first
“I thought the best way to do it would be
year, that’s amazing!’”
to have a festival here on the Atlantic side
of the country. And then
The next night the Newfoundland
when I started
Symphony Orchestra and Montreal’s
talking to people
National Circus School will be at the Arts
about it, there
and Culture Centre. Then the festival
was a lot of
moves to the CLB Armoury on the 29th for
interest because
a cabaret show with international guests.
a lot of circus
On the final night, Ireland’s Fidget Feet will
is concentrated
take to the stage at the CLB. CircusFest
in Quebec.” The
isn’t just limited to performances, people
timing is perfect
can also catch panel discussions on issues
because St. John’s is

a popular destination right now, “It’s a real
kind of win-win because they’re drawn to
this exotic kind of place,” she said. And
CircusFest is already drawing a crowd,
with groups from Nova Scotia to British
Columbia planning to come check out the
shows and participate in the workshops.
“It will be really a nice representation of
circuses across Canada.”
This is CircusFest’s first year and Doelle
is already planning to make it an annual
event with the possibility to grow. “I really
see this as being one of the festivals in
the world that people are going to want
to come to. I really think it has the
potential. And in Canada especially
there’s very few festivals like this
being offered. And companies
are really wanting to present
themselves and show their stuff.”
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Pick 2, 3, or 4 Shows, $200
value
Plus Other Perks!
up to

2018-2019

HALL
PASS
Now Flexible!

More information
about the St. John's
International CircusFest
can be found at the website
stjohnscircusfest.com.

CALL 753.4531 OR VISIT LSPUHALL.CA TO RESERVE YOUR PASS. The LSPU Hall is located at 3 Victoria Street.

OFFENsiVE
tO somE

Charlie:
Son of Man

squawk

CRAIGMILLAR AVE.

Nov 1-10, 2018

Jan 24-27, 2019

RCA THEATRE COMPANY
WRITTEN BY CHARLES PICCO
FEATURING ANDY JONES & GREG MALONE
DIRECTED BY NICOLE ROUSSEAU

PERSISTENCE THEATRE
WRITTEN BY BERNI STAPLETON
DIRECTED BY RUTH LAWRENCE
FEATURING MIRANDA MACDONALD

Mar 21-24 2019
ECHO PRODUCTIONS
WRITTEN BY ADRIAN YEARWOOD
DIRECTED BY VICTORIA FULLER

Apr 12, 13,
18, 20, 2019

RCA THEATRE COMPANY
WRITTEN BY MEGAN GAIL COLES
DIRECTED BY LOIS BROWN

PHOTOS: STJOHNSCIRCUSFEST.COM

Come One,
Come All!
CircusFest
St. John’s

to take over the city for a few
brief but action-packed days.
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many mistakes and deceptions that helped
land us in our present state. There can
be no doubt that this is a good thing, and
will bring what one hopes to be cathartic
exposing of bad actors and their dealings;
public bodies failing to act in the public
interest. But the Inquiry, which is to table
its final report by the end of 2019, will not
be making findings of criminal or civil
responsibility, so perhaps expectations
for catharsis should be tempered. Further,
though a solid grasp of past errors is
crucial to future planning, it is difficult not
to feel that where the bulk of our resources
and intelligence are direly needed is in
the effort to strategize how best to
weather the coming storm.

This Dam is Your Dam,
This Dam is My Dam
Part 6/6
Batten Down
the Hatches
BY GREG HEWLETT

“But above and beyond all
else, I am most proud of our
renewed pride as a people.”
Danny Williams
Final speech as premier, 2010.

8 years into the decade he initiated so
spectacularly with his legacy’s jewel,
our renewed pride is re-wounded once
more. Williams gave that last speech
at what Newfoundland historian Jerry
Bannister called “the high-water mark
of Newfoundland nationalism.” This, the
political moment that bore the Lower
Churchill Project, taken together with
today’s own moment (sprouting from
the seeds then planted), illustrate vividly
Bannister’s vision of Newfoundland and
Labrador as a people and province always
on the cusp of either triumph or disaster.

The ghost of
Upper Churchill
flows downstream
to haunt the Lower.

While the triumph looks decidedly
unfounded in hindsight, the disaster ahead
is very real. Economically, if we are looking
reality in the face (David Vardy estimates that
interest and operating costs of Muskrat alone
amount to about $78 billion in the next fifty
years), a federal bailout of some kind may
be unavoidable; particularly as our chronic
demographic and geographic crises grow
more acute over time.
If so, it follows that a most urgent task
is to figure out how we as a province will
approach negotiating the terms of the
bailout to come. Whoever negotiates these
terms will in effect be determining the
future course of the province. Who do we
trust in government to take on this ultimate
responsibility? If the answer is no one, well,
someone who we can trust had better run
before 2020, because when Muskrat Falls
comes online, and sometime thereafter
we exceed our fiscal capacity, the fight will
be on against a bailout whose conditions
will almost certainly be crushing austerity.
From Greece to Puerto Rico, examples of
such abound in recent history. How we avoid
becoming another casualty of a punishing
“structural adjustment” is the critical
question from which all others follow and
find their form.
With the Commission of Inquiry into
Muskrat Falls, we’ve been provided a
forum to scrutinize and understand the
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As the recent applications for
rate increases by the public
NL Hydro and the private NL
Power suggest — and I pause
here to echo the question of how
much sense it makes right now for
our public body to generate electricity
only to sell it back to ourselves through
a profit-driven middle man — weathering
the storm is taking early shape in the
need to keep our power companies in
check. We can take encouragement in our
ability to do so from the recent successful
demonstrations led by Keith Fillier, James
Murphy and Lori Moore outside and at
a hearing of the PUB, which alongside
general public discontent, prompted
NL Hydro to withdraw their ‘smoothing’
increase ahead of the impending big bump
up in 2020.
But as for Newfoundland Power (NP), Des
Sullivan writes that “The Company wants
the PUB to approve the 1.2% rate increase
just to bolster its return on assets, though
it is already receiving a juicy 9.5% return on
equity. It justifies the additional return by
arguing that its assets are at greater risk in
a declining economy.”
This last point, their “justification,”
illustrates so clearly the predatory,
entitled position we can expect from large
corporations and financial interests as our
economic situation deteriorates. Imagine,
if you possibly can, arguing that you are
deserving of an even greater than your
already great profit-margin on a service you
monopolize and to which basically every
citizen is obliged to pay for, simply because
the economy is in decline. Yes, NL Power
wants more money because everyone else

will have less money. This is the absurd
and malicious logic of the corporate and
financial worlds: they believe that the “risk”
(as if they are the ones at risk) of operating in
a declining economy entitles them to even
more of the precious, vanishing dollars still
in circulation.
This brings us to a related concern of how
we should or should not deal with our
crippling debt; given its severity, especially
in today’s still-rampant business climate of
free market fundamentalism, murmurings
of privatization of parts or all of the Lower
Churchill Project are inevitable. Apart
from the general critique of public-private
partnerships — that all too often the public
gets the risk while the private gets the
profit (and as multimillionaire Ed Martin
could tell us, even a Crown Corp suffices
for this equation)— the most serious
objection is clear: no matter how much of
the Project we could hypothetically sell
off, how much of the debt would we still be
saddled with while simultaneously losing
any future potential of the benefit of our
own resources? In a stroke of debilitating
irony, the ghost of Upper Churchill flows
downstream to haunt the Lower.
Well, there’s no question the 6 parts of this
series could’ve easily bloomed to 6 billion
(heck, even 12.7 billion). As is, there’s so
much to be left untouched and unsaid. Chalk
it up to the infinite plumage on an albatross.
But in closing, it’s worth pointing out that
in a world totally overwhelming in causes
and catastrophes to agonize over and
attempt to alleviate, 200 researches from
across Canada and beyond have organized
to write the federal government demanding
that the outstanding dangers of Muskrat
Falls be addressed immediately. Let it be
yet another sign of what’s at stake here,
that this many well-informed people from
this many places are deeply concerned
enough to have done so. From the almost
unbelievably precarious North Spur, to
silence from government as to whether
they will knowingly contaminate the
Churchill River, to the massive economic
insecurity to come: lives are at stake.
And most threatened of all are
Labradorians, Indigenous and settler
both. Let us Islanders with our big ideas
and godforsaken hydro dams keep this
close to mind, and closer to heart, in the
lean years ahead.

City Talk

St. John's:
A City of Neighbours
BY CATHERINE BURGESS

From long-established
Georgestown, to brand-new
Galway, the look and feel of
every neighbourhood is
distinctly different.
And the way people define a
neighbourhood varies too.
A neighbourhood can be
a loose collection of city
streets and blocks. It can
also be a more tightly
defined complex, such as
those represented by a tenant
association.
Many St. John’s neighbourhoods have informal
neighbourhood groups, and a smaller number
have formal neighbourhood associations.
Informal groups can be as simple as Facebook
groups or as casual chats over coffee about
neighbourhood issues, while formal groups are
usually incorporated associations with elected
boards. All these groups share common goals:
bringing a voice to their residents, and building
a sense of community in the place they call
home. These groups strive to bring residents’
concerns and desires for their neighbourhood
into public conversations between neighbours,
often including their City Councillors in those
discussions.
At Happy City St. John’s, we celebrate these
groups and encourage them to establish
and grow. To this end, the inaugural St.
John’s Neighbourhood Summit will be at
the Battery Facility on September 22nd. This
full-day event includes a plenary session on
why neighbourhood associations can benefit
our city, and how to establish, maintain and

legitimize one in your neighbourhood. There
will be several more sessions with expert
panels covering such topics as keeping your
neighbourhood safe, finding and using green
space, and connecting your group with City
Council. Happy City invites citizens from all
regions of St. John’s, whether in a group or not,
to join us in talking about the value of having a
neighbourhood group in your community.
A very recent example of an informal
neighbourhood group significantly benefiting
its community is how Kenmount Terrace
Facebook groups responded during and after
the near-catastrophic forest fire on July 9th.
Residents used these informal
groups to alert one another of
the fire and need to evacuate,
and communicated with
one another about ways to
help: for example, offering
transportation during the
evacuation, monitoring
neighbours’ properties for
damage, and rescuing pets.
The group then came together in
the weeks following the fire to organize
and host a barbeque. Volunteers and City
Councillors joined residents in thanking the
first responders and celebrating the safety of
their neighbourhood.
An established, formal group is the
Georgestown Neighbourhood Association
(GNA). Like many neighbourhood associations,
the catalyst for its birth was a single issue.
However, the GNA recognized early on that it
is community building that keeps associations
alive. GNA has two arms – one works on
issues as they arise, often in consultation with
City officials, the other organizes community
events, such as the winter skating party, the
summer flea market and barbecue, and one or
two talks throughout the year.
These are just two of the groups representing
the colourful tangle of neighbourhoods
in our city. Happy City is excited to hear
citizens’ ideas, questions and thoughts about
neigbourhood groups at the Neighbourhood
Summit on September 22nd.

The Thoughtful
Conversation:
Protecting The
Taste Of An
Island Summer
BY CHAD BENNETT

When Costco
recalled blueberry plants
last month, for a moment
I forgot to breathe. The
signature of a Newfoundland
summer was at risk.
Food product recalls have become
uncomfortably familiar in the last few
years. Whether it is flour, chicken strips,
strawberries, or lettuce, one commonality is
always present: time. These products have
sat on store shelves and in our homes for
days, weeks, and sometimes even months
before any recalls were issued. Why?
To put it bluntly, the Canadian Food
Inspection Agency is under-resourced,
under-staffed, and completely
overwhelmed. The speed and volume of
imports into our country and province
make inspection an impossibility. A
more apt name for this government
organization would be the Canadian
Food Reaction Agency as they do not
function as gatekeepers but rather as fire
suppression agents.
When someone from Thunder Bay gets
sick and the diagnosis is acute salmonella
poisoning, the chicken nuggets they have
had for lunch are then inspected. Once
the nuggets are shown to be half chicken,
half civilization of salmonella, a product
and batch number are located and a recall
is issued. The Canadian Food Inspection
Agency is trolling Canadian hospitals
for reports of Bloor Belly in Toronto,
outbreaks of St. Catherine’s Stomach in
Montreal or the dreaded Dengue Dash and
Wobble of Duck and Water in St. John's.
Only then is something actually inspected.
So if they're not gatekeepers, who is?
Increasingly the answer to that question

is large scale importers which feed point
of sale companies. In 2017 there were
154,225 importing enterprises whose
paperwork is more often than not the only
thing to receive even a cursory glance.
There are approximately 7200 employees
working for the Canadian Food Inspection
Agency. That is more than 21 companies
per person with each company bringing in
millions of dollars worth of goods each and
every day. If that doesn't make you squirm
at least a little I'm not sure what will.
The Costco blueberry plants entered
the Province without any inspection,
without any paperwork and were sold
throughout the months of June and July.
Not until blueberry maggots were found
elsewhere in the country did the Canadian
Food Inspection Agency investigate and
ultimately issue a total recall on August
5th. By that time 669 plants had been sold
at the St. John's Costco and planted in
gardens throughout the Province.
The island of Newfoundland was one
of the few blueberry producing regions
on Earth completely unaffected by
the blueberry maggot. Now that may
no longer be true. In the Maritimes,
Ontario, Quebec, and the north eastern
American states, the blueberry maggot
has decimated wild blueberries and
commercial growers only survive by way
of massive campaigns of insecticide and
pesticide spraying, costing millions.
What we stand to lose is far greater than
money. Ask an Englishman what typifies
an English summer and they'll probably
say strawberries and cream. When I
was recently asked what the taste of a
Newfoundland summer was I quickly
trotted out the stock answers of Jiggs
Dinner, toutons and molasses, cod au
gratin, or fish and chips smothered in
vinegar. But with a little more reflection
I know that the taste of a Newfoundland
summer is without question the
blueberry. Blueberry baked goods on
a cool evening, frozen blueberries with
milk and sugar on a hot afternoon, and of
course fistfuls of fresh blueberries out on
the land picked with loved ones.
Take advantage of wild blueberries
this September, and maybe like me,
hold your breath a little and hope that
it won't be the last.
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2018 Albedo Grant Winner

3F Waste Recovery

Turning Garbage into Gold
The 3 Fs referred to in “3F
Waste Recovery” are the
3 industries we built our
province’s economy on:
Fisheries, Forestry, and
Farming. And based on this
Albedo Grant application,
we’ve clearly been failing
to fully profit from these
industries.

There has been a lot of media, buzz, and
even corporate focus lately on reducing our
waste, for both economic and environmental
reasons, so it’s great to see 3F Waste
Recovery getting this year’s Albedo Grant for
turning trash into cash. As a bonus, they’ll be
doing so in a way that fulfills Newfoundland &
Labrador’s ever-increasing desire to buy truly
local products.

This endeavour will also create jobs, expand
industrial revenue streams, and satisfy
growing consumer demand to know
and feel good about the quality
The 3F team, led by President
and the origin of a product’s core
& CEO Ben Wiper, will take the
ingredients. To quote their grant
There is beauty,
or at least beauty
“waste” from these 3 industries,
application, 3F’s products are
product ingredients,
because there is beauty, or at
“100%
sourced in Newfoundland,
in fish & farm
least beauty product ingredients,
made by Newfoundlanders, in
waste
in the waste streams of these
Newfoundland.” As well, unlike
sectors.
most cosmetics ingredients, 3F’s raw
materials purposefully exclude using cow
Even those of us not lathering up in oils and
and pig parts so that they may appeal to
lotions have heard beauty industry buzzwords
Muslims and Hindus.
like lanolin, tallow, and collagen. It turns out
things like fish skins, sheep wool, and moose
FOLLOWING GLOBAL LEADS IN NOT
antlers are all great sources for these things.
WASTING OUR WASTE
The cosmetics made from 3F’s ingenuity will
be top-shelf, truly local products that wring
3F’s idea may seem novel, but is not exactly
out and recover:
new. With regards to fish industry byMarine Collagen from Cod and Salmon Skins
Marine Oils from Cod and Salmon Skins
Lanolin from Sheep Wool
Tallow & Glycerin from Animal Bones
The cod and salmon will come from local fish
plants, the moose bones will come from meat
cutters, hunters, and abattoirs on the Northern
Peninsula (including Tuckamore Lodge,
Isabella's Meat Cutting, and Mayflower). The
sheep bones and wool will come from Sean
Perry's farm in Daniel's Harbour and Wilson
Reid's farm in Winterton, to start.

products, Iceland, always one step ahead of
us with ingenuity, use fish “waste” to create
products as varied as pet food and medical
bandages, in addition to cosmetics. And there
are companies in The States using fish byproduct as an alternative to rawhide leather.
It seems odd that as Newfoundlanders, we
see fish as food only, save for the lot of us
using capelin to keep our veggie beds fertile.
Depending on who you ask, our fish industry
throws away between 30-80% of every fish
we catch. Yet there’s more products than
you’d imagine that can be made with what
remains of a fish carcass after filleting.
As an example, that last beer or glass of wine
you had, may have contained isinglass. It’s
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made from fish
swim bladders
(which usually
end up in the
trash), and is a
common clarifier for
both beer and wine, in
brands as big as Guiness.
There’s research coming out of
MUN looking to turn waste from
fish plants into fuel.
As for the forestry industry, its waste is
approaching zero in Canada, according
to a 2012 report from Forest Products
Association of Canada. The report states,
“Canadian forestry firms use 96 per cent of
each harvested tree – whether it is turned
into wood, pulp, paper and other products,
or used as fuel.” There is a big movement
lately, of rendering quality bio fuel from tree
residues, which could simultaneously lessen
our reliance on fossil fuels, while building
jobs in the green energy sector.
The Farming industry is also sowing the
seeds of its waste. One surprising innovation
is making use of the animal blood going to
waste in slaughter houses; apparently it’s an
amazing bio adhesive. A British, architecture
student recently started mixing it with sand
to build “blood bricks” which people are
building things with. It’s garnered a little
blow back, but is generally seen as a positive
thing: more of the animal is being used. As
a rule, the waste-into-profit innovations in
farming stem from agriculture, like making
walls of corn husk fiber, or even irrigation
systems from old pesticide bottles.
A PERFECT PARTNERSHIP WITH
MARINE INSTITUTE
3F Waste Recovery is less a grand idea, and
more a project in motion. Prior to applying
for the grant, Wiper had conducted ample
market research, and built up a network

of support from lenders, granting bodies,
private investors, academic researchers, and
governmental departments. Among them are
MUN Marine Institute and Grenfell campus.
3F will be using the Albedo Grant
to help fund its first 2 research
and development projects
at these academic
institutions.
“Marine Institute and
Grenfell Campus will
perform R&D and
manufacture 3F’s
marine collagen and
oils, lanolin, tallow,
and glycerin in their
laboratories and pilot plant,”
Wiper says, adding that he’s also
partnered with a chemical engineer at
MUN, Dr. Kelly Hawboldt, who specializes in
industrial production work.
Dr. Hawboldt has a notable background in
sustainable, green processing of natural
resources. She herself was the subject of a
great 2017 article in MUN’s Gazette, titled
“Valuable Trash: A Fisherman’s Trash is this
Scientist’s Treasure.” Like Wiper, Hawboldt
doesn’t like to see waste wasted. As she told
the Gazette, “The economy and environment
demand that we start to look at fish residue
differently. By using 100 per cent of the fish
we harvest, and by applying creativity and
innovation, we can generate significantly
more value that will benefit society.”
REPURPOSING AN OLD SCHOOL
IN RALEIGH
Wiper has also found a degree of interest
from the federal and provincial government,
as the project’s scope crosses hairs with
several of their own priorities. 3F’s products
will be manufactured at Marine Institute and
Grenfell Campus, and additional processing of
the products will take place at 3F’s homebase
in Raleigh, a small town on the Northern
Peninsula of Newfoundland, where they
have a 5000 sq.ft indoor and 3000sq.ft indoor
facility secured (it was once a school).
Wiper is in part setting up shop in Raleigh
to help revitalize economic prospects
and activity in the area. “Populations are
decreasing and young people are leaving
to find work,” Wiper says, “3F creates high
paying rural jobs that will allow educated

Its 3 sponsors, Dean MacDonald,
John O’Dea, and Phil Keeping’s
family, judge the submissions, and
grant $12,500, no strings attached,
to a winner.

In order to achieve their 98% or higher
TICKET
utilization target for all inbound raw materials,
enters you for all

3F will be building “an R&D greenhouse” at
their plant in Raleigh, that will be a living,
growing science experiment in partnership
with Grenfell Campus.

JOIN THE CLUB
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The goal is to compost the by-products of
their extraction process, in order to create fish
compost formulas people can buy and apply
givingtoyou
a total
of “The greenhouse will have
their
gardens.
6 plots growing the same vegetables,” Wiper
explains. “But one plot will be a control, using
standard fertilizer.”

MONTHS

2018 marks the 4th year in a row
for the Albedo Grant. Its three
previous winners were The Autism
Society’s Mobile Gardening Unit,
The School Lunch Association’s
After School Culinary Program, and
start-up funding for Dildo Museum
and Brewery.

Newfoundlanders to remain
in the province.”
He’s also looking to
change the state of waste
management on the
Northern Peninsula. “All
garbage except bottles are
simply put into a black bag and
sent to a landfill. At full capacity,
3F will divert upwards of 5
million pounds of garbage
a year from the landfill.”
Primary processors in
the Northern Peninsula
are currently dumping
at sea, a pit in the forest,
or paying ever-increasing
tipping fees at the landfill. “3F will turn an
environmental pollutant and expense into
a new revenue stream. So many resources
leave the island without any type of secondary
processing; 3F will lead by example and
demonstrate how underutilized resources
can create economic opportunity for rural
communities, and keep more money
circulating in the local economy.”

The other 5 plots will use different variations
of their fish compost formulations, and 3F
and Grenfell Campus will study how the 5
different variations affect crop yields and
nutrition, relative to the control plot.
“The endgoal is to own the intellectual
property for crop-speific custom fish
compost formulations so that it can be made
into a dry concentrate, or licensed and sold
to soil and agriservices companies as an
additive to their existing products.”

NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR ARTS COUNCIL

Join the club!

As for the greenhouse
itself, it’ll be a welcome
addition to the area.
There are very few
greenhouses growing
vegetables in the
community, and
he says “3F will be
a leader in crop yield
maximization.”
It’s a multi-faceted project, with
a ton of perks, and the project is in
good hands: this ain’t Wiper’s first
entrepreneurial rodeo. He’s already
started a few other successful businesses
from restaurants in Ontario to IT companies
in Nova Scotia. For the last 6 years,
he’s worked in executive-level positions
at a primary and a secondary seafood
manufacturer.
“Making the leap into manufacturing, to
solve real-world challenges that make a
difference in people’s day-to-day lives would
be an honour and a priviledge that I would
not let go to ‘waste’” he puns.

PHOTO: UNPLASH / SUBMITTED / ZOLTAN TASI

The Overcast’s $12,500
Albedo Grant is available for
entrepreneurs, organizations,
and artists looking to kickstart
a dreamjob or launch an
operation to new heights.

www.storytellingstjohns.ca

What is the
Albedo Grant?

OCTOBER 9—14, 2018
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GRENFELL CAMPUS
PILOT PROGRAM

DINING
club
NL

TICKETS

JUST

$40

GET YOUR TICKETS TODAY!
diningclubnl.com
709.754.0446
Ticket lottery in support of:
DCNL Ticket Lottery # 18-10203000LT
50/50 Lottery #18-10203100LT
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Parlez-vous français?
This is your go-to place for activities in French
ADULTS

SOCIAL EVENTS
* Concerts
*Movies
* Festival
* Holiday celebrations
* Families get-together

* Evening French classes
* Yoga, Tai-Chi, Badminton
* Artisans Workshops
* Choir
* Seniors Club
* Conferences

CHILDREN AND
FAMILY
* Saturdays morning
activities for children 5 to 14
(Club du samedi)
* Tots playgroups
* Sports
* and much more...

COMMUNITY
CENTRE
* Library
* Theatre, gymnasium,
conference room
* Space rentals for all
your events

To become a member or to learn more, give us a call or visit our website!

VISITEZ NOTRE SITE
WWW.ACFSJ.CA
Association communautaire francophone de Saint-Jean
Centre scolaire et communautaire des Grands-Vents
65 Ridge road, Suite 254, St. John's, NL, A1B 4P5 - 709-726-4900 - culture@acfsj.ca
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Can I get
a Ramen?

New Cookbook
Champions Healthy
Versions of
Traditional NL Dishes

ensures that the restaurants run
smoothly upon opening, and expand
the brand by opening new restaurants
when needed. “Noodle Nami was
created in the response to the
overwhelming positive feedback from
Sushi Nami Royale’s ever-so-popular
ramen.”

Noodle
Nami Open
in Churchill
Square

Mitton grew up on Newfoundland fare. It
wasn’t her degree that had her re-evaluate
her diet. It was her health. She blamed her
diet for a number of health complaints,
from fatigue and anemia to being
uncomfortable with her weight.
I can satisfy
Like many of us, busy in our jobs
my desire
(for her, a career in finance), she
for a good
Newfoundland
relied on convenience food at the
scoff without
inconvenience of her well-being.
the guilt.
And then came her cancer, and a real
commitment to changing her life.

Some Good: Nutritious
Newfoundland Dishes
is almost like a dare:
Eat what you’ve
grown up on here,
but somehow make it
healthy. The cookbook is
a fusion of healthy eating
and traditional NL dishes; in
otherwords, a delicious oxymoron
which the author makes work.

“The word ‘Nami’ means ‘wave’ in
Japanese, and even if Noodle Nami isn’t
just Japanese noodles, we wanted to
have a name that our customers can
relate to Sushi Nami Royale,” says Yang.

Noodle Nami is a casual noodle-bar
styled restaurant with a range of
food from authentic Asian noodles
to European fusion pastas.“We love
noodles, and to have one place where
you can find different style noodles
was an exciting concept for us…where
noodle soups, pan-fried noodles, and
anything in between from various
ethnicities can come together,” says
Stella Yang, Regional Manager of
Sushi Nami Royale & Noodle Nami in
Newfoundland. “The name of Noodle
Nami came from our sister brand, Sushi
Nami Royale, whom
specialize in Japanese
cuisine,” says Yang. Sushi
Nami Royale, which has
been around since 2007,
currently operates
from five different
locations in Atlantic
Canada.
As Regional
Manager, Yang

Yum!

Do the new twists on Newfoundland classics
always work out? The Kilted Chef, Alain
Bosse, says yes, adding that “all the recipes
in this book are gluten free and rely on
healthy fats, so I can satisfy my desire for a
good Newfoundland scoff without the guilt
that sometimes comes along with it.” As an
example, her version of good ol’ fish’n’chips
– our defining, heart-stopping dish – is a

“We loved the idea of our customers
to see the various languages of the
history of our noodles so we created
our Noodle Nami wall where many
words are written, such as 'delicious'
in Japanese and 'noodles' in
Cantonese. We brightened up the
space to make it welcoming, and the
grey scheme feels calming.”

A renewed focus on her health, a naturopathic
doctor, and a few workshops on nutrition
led her to become
the Certified Holistic
Nutritional Consultant,
and cookbook author
she is today. A few
months back, she
won the 2018 Danielle
Perreault Trailblazer
Award from the
Canadian School of
Natural Nutrition.

So, what’s good on the menu?
Yang recommends trying it all.
“Sometimes I crave Japanese ramen,
other days I crave Vietnamese pho
and authentic Cantonese chow mein.
Noodle Nami satisfies my need for
various cuisines. If you’re looking to
try something new, I suggest coming
down with friends and ordering a few
things. The portions
are large so
it’s perfect for
sharing!”
Noodle Nami is
located in Churchill
Square, Terrace on
the Square, in the
lower level. Open
seven days a week.

Find out more at www.unpossible.co
or the Podcast Jam Facebook group.

NOODLENAMI

There are no noodle dishes in
the Treasury of Newfoundland
Dishes. As a people, it took
us a while to come around on
noodles as a choice component
of tasty dishes. With Bad
Bones Ramen (152 Water Street)
entering its second year of
operation with no signs of
slowing down, Noodle Nami is
looking to help meet the city’s
craving for ramen.

Noodle Nami has moved into the space
formerly occupied by Pasta Plus Café,
on the first level of the terrace in the
Square. Those who remember the
long-time Churchill Square stalwart
will recall the eatery’s dark, intimate
atmosphere. The team behind Noodle
Nami renovated the space with the
casual diner in mind.“We wanted to
renovate the space to be simple and
elegant yet comfortable,” says Yang.

FUNDED BY

PHOTO:

BY LAUREN POWER

“Battered Baked Cod” that bakes, not fries
the fish, and uses rice and almond flour in
the batter.
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10 Facts about Mary Pratt
Mary Pratt, one of our province's
most influential figures and artists,
passed away this August. This
month's List of the Month is
in her honour.

We're looking for new photographers to
do one shoot a month. Interested?
CHAD@THEOVERCAST.CA

A Pint At The
Museum
The Crow's Nest
is St. John's
Best-Kept Secret
BY FELICITY ROBERTS

Honoring the Battle of the
Atlantic, The Crow's Nest
Officer's Club is a friendly
museum where you can explore
history with a pint.
The Crow's Nest is not a bar. It is a private
club. Perched as it is above the War
Memorial, walking in from downtown
streets feels like walking into a secret,
well-appointed library above the city. The
polished wood gleams, chairs around the
hearth beckon, and the unique artifacts
catch your attention immediately. If you
don't know what you are walking into,
you are awed and intrigued.

PHOTO: NED PRATT PHOTOGRAPHY

ONE
Pratt’s painting, “Supper
Table” is thought to have
launched her career,
firmly announcing her
photorealistic style
and immense talent in
expressing light and colour.
TWO
In addition to her Bachelor of Fine
Arts, Mary was awarded 9 honorary degrees
from universities throughout Canada,
including Dalhousie University, Memorial
University, the University of Toronto, and St.
Thomas University.
THREE
Pratt was once told by her famed art
professor, Lawren Harris, that there can only
be one successful painter in a marriage, and
that it was going to be her husband, so she
should instead focus on looking after her
house and children. This rightfully angered
Pratt and instilled a determination to do it all.
FOUR
Pratt chaired a committee that advised on
the creation of the School of Fine Arts at Sir
Wilfred Grenfell College in Corner Brook.
She served on things you’d expect, as well
as things like the government Task Force for
Education in Newfoundland in 1973, on the
Fishery Industry Advisory Board, and on the
Board of Management of the Grace General
Hospital in St. John's.
FIVE
Mary’s famed “Eggs in an Egg Crate” painting
was finished shortly after the death of her
1-day old son, and the miscarriage of his twin
several weeks before. Pratt was open about

calling all
Photographers!

this traumatic loss, claiming that if she saw
a box on the side of the road, she would ask
Christopher (her husband) to stop in case
there was a baby inside of it.
SIX
In a 2013 article in the Globe and
Mail, Pratt said, “People will find
out that in each one of [my]
paintings, there is something
that ought to disturb them,
something upsetting. That is
why I painted them.”
SEVEN
A recipient of many awards
and honours, Pratt was named
Companion of the Order of Canada
in 1996, won the $50,000 Molson Prize
for visual artists from the Canada Council for
the Arts in 1997, and in 2013, she was made
a member of the Royal Canadian Academy of
Arts.
EIGHT
Pratt was the subject of several books,
including “ The Art of Mary Pratt: The
substance of light,” by Tom Smart and “Mary
Pratt: Still Light” and “Mary Pratt“ by Ray
Cronin and authored her own memoire titled
“A Personal Calligraphy.”
NINE
“This is Donna,” one of Pratt’s more intimate
paintings, is one of a series featuring Donna,
the model shared by Mary and her first
husband Christopher. The paintings were
created from photos shot by both her and her
husband.
TEN
As can be seen in her art, Pratt claimed she
had a physical response to light and colour.
She often told a story of the time as a child
where she witnessed the sun shining through
a red sweater her mother knit her. Pratt says
she raced back home to see it again and
was terribly upset to discover somebody had
folded it and put the sweater away.
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Yes, you can walk in, get yourself a pint,
and admire the space, but beware. You
may find yourself so captivated that you
become a member. I did. Membership is
recommended if you wish to come back
from time to time. Which you will, I wager.
You realize you've entered a sacred space,
and you are privileged to be in a room
where so many brave men had the last
drink they would ever have on dry land.
Originally opened as The Seagoing
Officer's Club on January 27th, 1942, it

began as a hideaway for seagoing naval
officers in a city full of military activity
during the Second World War. It was a
concept ahead of its time. PTSD would
not be understood for decades to come,
but founder Captain Rollo Mainguy
realized officers needed a "safe space"
to relax and let off steam with other
officers who understood the horrors
of war only too well. Lady Dorothy
Outerbridge and her husband Leonard
helped Capt. Mainguy find the location,
atop what was then a warehouse.
The Crow's Nest contains an amazing
collection of WW2 memorabilia, and is a
National Historic Site. The gunshield art
lining the walls is so charming it's easy
to forget the times it was created in. The
periscope from a German U- Boat is a
stellar relic, but there is a tiny, humble
spike in a wooden plank that outshines it.
The remains of a contest of strength held
on the Club's opening night, the winning
spike was driven into the deck by the
Commanding Officer of HMCS Spikenard,
a ship lost just weeks later along with
captain, officers, and most crew.
A new generation is discovering the
Crow's Nest, with recent members
including Mark Critch, Jeremy Charles,
Alan Doyle, Allan Hawco, and Jamie
Korab. President Gary Walsh and past
president Margaret Morris are clearly
passionate about every square inch of the
Club and the history behind it, intending
to keep it the very special place it is.
76 years later, it keeps alive the
memory of the sacrifices made by those
who fought for the freedom of people
they would never know, like us.

NEWFOUNDLANDIA

BY CHAD BENNETT

The Summer
Of Greatness

seen before in a wonderful manner."
His Newfoundland bet looked to be
paying in gold.

From Croque to Conche Banks, he
catalogued at a phenomenal rate until
A single Newfoundland summer
tragedy struck: he fell deathly ill. He would
would catapult two of the most
be unable to leave the ship for the entire
significant figures of the eighteenth
month of July. A month lost would mean
total ruin, so need sent his servant to collect
century to fame and glory. It would
every possible specimen. Banks continued
set the stage for a collaboration
to work from his sick bed. Sometimes
which would profoundly change
feverish, sometimes delirious, sometimes
human knowledge of nature,
very near death he continued to push,
the world, and our place
it was all or nothing.
Cook's charts of
within them.
By August, Banks had
Newfoundland were
recovered enough strength to
In 1766, Newfoundland was
the most accurate of
take a small excursion to Belle
still raw from a military tug
the era, and were used
Island, where he would find
of war between France and
for a century
valuable plants and sight his
England. In an effort to solidify
first
bear. He caught his breath
its position in North America,
and
prepared
to sail to Labrador.
the English increased the number
His
voyage
would
continue, it would
of ships patrolling in and around
be a success. Joseph Banks conducted
Newfoundland waters. Commanding
the first scientifically documented collection
one of these ships was 38 year old Captain
from this part of the world, adding at least
James Cook setting across the Atlantic
340 plants, 91 birds and dozens of fish and
to continue a survey of Newfoundland.
invertebrates to rigorous documentation On another Naval ship, 23 year old
an astounding total of over 3 new species or
Joseph Banks booked private passage to
subspecies per day.
Newfoundland eager to make his mark.
Joseph Banks would arrive in St. John's on
May 11th. He began to sample, classify, and
catalogue every living thing which crossed
his eye. Making increasingly ambitious
journeys into new territory, while constantly
at the mercy of impressive heat and snowfall,
his time was balanced on a knifes edge.
Cook's Newfoundland expedition would
risk his reputation and future prospects on
his calculations of celestial mechanics. He
was certain it could be done, it just never
had before.
The naval patrol left St. John's with Banks
on board for the Great Northern Peninsula
arriving at Englee in the mouth of Canada
Harbour by late June. Banks continued to
push himself, every success seemed not to
satisfy but increase the flames at his heels.
An island above the harbour of Englee he
found to be Lloaded with plants I had not

Along the south coast of Newfoundland
on an island near Burgeo, Captain James
Cook's moment had arrived, it would be
triumph or failure, hero or fool. A project
years in the making and he would only get
one shot. All of his understanding told him
that a solar eclipse would happen today on
August 5th 1766. Captain Cook and crew
waited, equipment at the ready, watching
the skies and forcing breath down nervous
throats. Would his calculations be correct,
would his equipment function properly,
would the weather hold long enough? Yes.
This day would be the difference between
mediocrity and greatness. Cook's forecasts
were correct down to the minute. He used
his brass telescopic quadrant to obtain
exact measurements of longitude and
by transposing these measurements to
determine the longitude of points of land
along the south coast of Newfoundland.
Thus creating the most accurate charts of

GERRY
ROGERS
MHA for
St. John’s
Centre

HI-FI AUDIO GEAR,
SALES, INSTALLATION,
AND ADVICE
TURNTABLES, AMPLIFIERS, SPEAKERS, SURROUND SOUND,

HEADPHONES, COMPUTER AUDIO, BLUETOOTH SPEAKERS + MORE
729-2638 / gerryrogers@gov.nl.ca

WWW.PAULFRECKERAUDIO.COM

his era. Charts so precise they would still be
in use over a century later. Success.

the Royal Society, marking him as the sure
choice for the next great command. Two
years later Captain James Cook and Joseph
Banks would find themselves in charge of
one of the greatest missions of exploration
of all time, The Endeavour. The Endeavour
would re-write the World and it wouldn't
have happened without that Newfoundland
summer of 1766.

Both Captain Cook and Joseph Banks
would return to St. John's toward the end
of October having achieved the remarkable.
It's very likely it was here in St. John's on
October 27th 1766 that they met and kindled
a spark which would propel them both to
heights neither could achieve alone. Banks
returned to England a rising star in the
world of science. Cook's return to England
would deeply impress the Admiralty and

info@paulfreckeraudio.com

834-7273

(Re-imagining based on real events. Sources:
Joseph Banks' Diary and A Near To Heaven
By Sea by Kevin Major)
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BY EVA CROCKER

BY EVA CROCKER

Neighbourhood Dance Works launches their 28th annual Festival of
New Dance in St. John’s this September. The two-week long festival
will take place in multiple venues and will include a full slate of
workshops, discussion forums and performances.
“As a Festival we’re presenting dance, but we’re also presenting stories, ideas, points
of view, politics, ways of producing and modes of interpreting,” Festival of New Dance’s
Artistic Director, Lynn Panting, said about this year’s line up.
Panting says one of the advantages of being a mature Festival is that the organization is
able to build on past programing. For example, at this year’s Festival, Roger Sinha will
be performing a remount of his critically acclaimed 1992 piece Burning Skin, which he
performed in St. John’s at the Festival of New Dance more than twenty years ago.“The
Festival’s longevity allows us to develop deeper relationships and also to dig into some
deeper conversations,” Panting said. “We can ask things like, what does it mean to bring
an artist back now as a mid-career or senior artist? What does it mean to remount a
piece so many years later?”
Burning Skin was inspired by Hanif Kureishi's autobiography The Rainbow Sign, a book
that deeply resonated with Sinha and caused him to reflect on the racism and violence
he experienced during his youth in Saskatchewan. On Sinha’s company’s website a brief
description of the remount evokes the discrimination and violence people of colour are
faced with in the current political climate, emphasizing that the themes Burning Skin
explores continue to be relevant today.
The remount of the show will incorporate Sinha’s award-winning rap video “Haters ‘n
Baiters: The Culture Collision”, which he wrote, directed and produced in 2010. Like
Burning Skin, the rap is based on Sinha’s experience of growing up as someone with
Indian and Armenian heritage in a predominately white environment.
NEW CHOREOGRAPHERS
Panting is also excited about a number of local choreographers who will be presenting
new work at this year’s Festival, including Catherine Wright whose piece Devil’s Purse
will share the evening with Burning Skin. The title Devil’s Purse is a reference to delicate
cases that contain skate fish eggs, the cases sometimes wash up on Newfoundland
beaches and dry into brittle treasures. Wright’s father, visual artist Don Wright,
made a series of sculptures based on these ocean artifacts in the early seventies.
Wright’s performance will look at what the objects have come to represent for her - a
contradiction of containment and loss.
Panting urges people to check out the full festival schedule to see which events in the
huge, diverse program speak to them and take in as many as possible. “The atmosphere
at the Festival is electric, there is so much to see and so much to do and there’s just a
bubbling energy,” Panting said. “We have a real mix of emerging and seasoned artists
and with everyone all in one place; it’s almost like a volcano - you know the baking soda
and the vinegar - it’s just exploding with potential and inspiration.”
The Festival of New Dance runs from September 24th - October 7th in St. John’s for more
information about programming visit neighbourhooddanceworks.com.
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St. John’s Shorts’ third annual
festival will showcase a line-up
of 22 pieces of theatre under 30
minutes at The LSPU Hall this
September.
Since launching in 2015, St.
John’s Shorts has been
steadily growing their
audience and increasing
the number of productions
in each year’s festival.
The 2018 program will
feature more than double
the number of plays
performed in the
festival’s inaugural
year. This year’s
line-up isn’t just
more robust than
previous years, it
also features more
new work by local
playwrights.
“We have a lot of original pieces and people
doing their own stuff … a lot people stepping
into that realm and saying let’s make
something, let’s start with an idea and build,
which is really exciting,” said St. John’s Shorts
Artistic Director, Natalia Hennelly.
Each festival event is $10.00 and includes
three plays under thirty minutes. This
structure gives audiences the opportunity to
take in new work by artists they know and
admire, alongside work by emerging talents
they may not be familiar with yet.
People will have a chance to see work by
lauded local playwrights like; Robert Chafe,
Charlie Tomlinson, Wendi Smallwood, and
Stacy Gardner (just to name a few). As well

Like, Elizabeth Hicks, who will be debuting her
powerful, experimental piece Murmuration
which explores themes of memory and
letting go. And Joshua Goudie who will be
performing his one man show Mansplaining,
a satiric retelling of Aristophanes’ Lysistrata
that pokes fun at insincere feminist allies in
the post #metoo age.
For Hennelly, it’s important that
the Festival be a space where
people feel comfortable
testing out new skills and
material. St. John’s Shorts
is a cooperative, each
year the organization puts
out a call for submissions
inviting any interested
theatre companies to chuck
in a small registration fee and
be part of the festival (regardless of
their level of experience).
“[St. John’s Shorts] has grown to be
something that provides a sustainable place
for people who want to make theatre to do
that. It’s low cost and low intensity ... For
me, the concept behind it is to make making
theatre really easy, really accessible for
anyone and everybody,” Hennelly explained.
The Festival also creates a welcoming
atmosphere for audiences who might not have
seen a lot of theatre. The comparatively cheap
ticket prices and decision to give people a
sampling of three short shows in an hour and
a half is a great way to whet new audiences’
appetites for drama.
“My hope for this festival is that it’s just this
quick, dirty, cheap, fun thing that happens
in the city once a year and really entertains
people,” Hennelly said.
St. John’s Shorts runs from September 6th to
16th at The LSPU Hall for more information
about the festival and this year’s line-up visit
shortplaystjohns.ca.

Check Out “Mansplaining” Directed by Our Very Own Olivia Heaney “Mansplaining is a satire for the
post #metoo world. In this modern take on Aristophanes’ Lysistrata, the gender roles have been reversed,
but the unorthodox approach to a real-world problem remains. Mansplaining follows a room of unseen
students and their yoga instructor as they all attempt to sort out what to do about the culture of toxic
masculinity, what to do with their hips when they dance, and what exactly goes into the making of a man.”

SJSHORTSNL

Lynn Panting on The Festival of
New Dance's 28th Year

as productions by a whole new wave of
playwrights, actors, and directors crashing
into the local theatre scene.

PHOTOS:

Almost Like a Volcano

St. John’s Shorts
Sets the Stage for
a Killer Festival

PHOTO: SUBMITTED

Overachiever of the Month
Newfoundland’s First
Astronaut-Scientist Candidate,
Bethany Downer
BY MELISSA WONG

No one from Newfoundland and
Labrador has ever travelled to outer
space. One woman born and raised in
St. John's is determined to
change to this.

OLDEARTH.CA

Learn to dance... it’s so much fun!

REGISTER
NOW!
All classes
start the week
of Sept 9th

Social Dance, Ballroom, Latin American, Argentine Tango
Salsa Partner Dancing • Ladies Only Latin/Salsa Class
Adult Ballet Barre • Tap Dance for Adults
INSTRUCTOR: JUDY KNEE (FISTD, FCDTA)
Private Lessons by Appointment • Practice Nights, Studio Parties, Dinner/Dances
Please check website, call or email for more details, schedule and pricing.

27 Mayor Avenue, St. John’s • 579-3233 • judy@judyknee.com • judyknee.com

NICK WHALEN
MP St. John’s East

NickWhalenMP
/NickWhalenMP
nwhalen.liberal.ca
nick.whalen@parl.gc.ca
709-772-7171

Bethany Downer, 24, is the first
Newfoundland candidate
to be accepted by Polar
Suborbital Science into
the Upper Mesosphere's
(PoSSUM), scientistastronaut program.
The program begins
with webinar and a few
weeks later hands-on
training in Florida.
The program offers
specialized training, and
eventually, Downer hopes to
become a crew member on a spaceflight.
"To help towards the cost of me attending
this training, I have set up a GoFundMe
campaign, and any leftover funds will be
used towards the development of a space
education program for the province,"
Downer said in an email when she returned
to St. John's, after being away for two years.
Downer describes her success as making
her feel "excited, anxious, grateful."
Downer added that both her Bachelor
of Science, from Memorial University
of Newfoundland, and her 2017 Master
in Space Studies at International Space
University, in France, prepared her for the
space industry; it is diverse and requires "a
breadth of knowledge that was as broad as
possible."
Downer is the founder and communicator
in her company, Reaching Space Science,
and she has accepted a job as the space
science communicator for International
Astronomical Union. Downer strives to

explain space topics, findings, news, etc. to
the public through her work. “This is what
I truly enjoy doing,” she said. "I was lucky
to witness a NASA Shuttle launch with my
family while on vacation to Florida in 2007,"
Downer added. "Witnessing this made me
realize that there is nothing quite like the
space industry that captures my
fascination. Since then, I've
always tried to catch live
streams of launches
online, wherever in the
world they are taking
place."
According to Downer,
there are other reasons
why space interests her.
"Things that stand out in
terms of milestones along
this adventure, so far include
meeting and talking with Canadian
astronaut Commander Chris Hadfield,
being accepted to the International Space
University, and now my selection to
PoSSUM," Downer said.
Although Downer has won many awards
in her journey to reach outer space she
said, "I do not define myself in any way by
these awards. To me, I am most rewarded
by speaking with you people who are
interested in space or other STEM topics,
[and] having stimulating discussions with
those of different backgrounds within the
space industry."
Does Downer see herself as an
overachiever? Downer summed it up by
saying, "No. I think anyone, and everyone
can work towards things they wish to
achieve. "
Downer said she has "a supportive network
of family and friends" and is driven "to set
a strong example for others, particularly
young women."
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CROWNANDANCHORFILM

THE ENTHUSIAST!

BY LAUREN POWER

PHOTOS:

Getting into Pottery
Local Feature Film
by 2 Brothers And 2
Former Bandmates
Hit Cinemas Late
August
BY CHAD PELLEY

Crown and Anchor took home
the Audience Choice Award at its
Nickel Film Festival premiere this
summer, and now a grander audience
can check out the film in Cineplex
theatres in Toronto and St. John's
for a limited time. It's also playing
in Montreal, Halifax, Atlanta, Los
Angeles, Portland, and Virginia.
Many people know of Mt. Pearl’s Matt Wells,
from his days in the Newfoundland band
Bucket Truck (who shared stages with the likes
of Slayer and NOFX), or his days as a Much
Music and MTV TV Personality. He has gotten
a few film credits to his name since then, as a
writer, actor, director, and even producer. The
film was co-written by, and co-stars Michael
Rowe — also a local musician turned actor, and
former member of Bucket Truck. Rowe is best
known for his portrayal of the iconic DC Comics’
antihero Deadshot in Arrow. Unlike his former
bandmate, Rowe’s intro to the film business
wasn’t through Much Music, but rather, a sibling.
After Bucket Truck broke up, Rowe headed out
west to Vancouver where his brother, Andrew,
was beginning his career as a filmmaker. The
brothers have had success on joint film projects.
In Crown & Anchor, Michael plays the role of
James Downey, a straight-edge cop confronting
family demons as he returns home for his
mother’s funeral. Wells plays his firecracker
cousin, Danny, who drowns out their family
drama with drugs and booze. When their lives
intersect, and the past collides with the present,
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You might picture the typical pottery enthusiast to be a crunchy
earth mother: sensual and maternal, and also very into macramé and
rug hooking. Not so, says modern potter Jason Holley. According to
the two unravel with tragic consequences. The
intense drama is set in St. John’s, to a blistering
soundtrack. “Since the band ended,” Wells says,
“we are constantly looking for projects to create
together and I had an idea loosely inspired by
some personal experiences from witnessing
addiction in my family,” Wells says, adding that
Michael became very involved in the writing
process, and suggested Wells send it to his
brother Andrew for notes. “Michael and Andrew
had been making some really cool short films
together in Vancouver, and eventually the 3 of
us did one called ‘The Business of Acting’ that
Andrew wrote. There was a special energy on
that shoot and I knew it was the first of more
projects to come.”
Naturally, there are some perks of filmmakers
knowing each other well, in terms of pulling off
a movie together. “Trust is the biggest thing,”
Andrew says. “There was no need to spend any
time building a level of trust because it was
already so strong.”

Holley, all kinds of people are drawn to pottery.
“I’m always surprised by who shows up,” says Holley.
“We have men, women, artsy types and aspiring
creatives. A surprising number of chefs and
foodies, but maybe that shouldn’t be a surprise.”
“People seem to think that you need purple
hair and an arts degree to be creative. That’s
annoying. I started making hemp necklaces on
Water Street and saved up for a morning class
with Elayne Greeley. I had no expectations, and after
a lot of practice and false starts, I made
myself a career.”
Holley and studiomate Maaike Charron (local potter and artist, of “robot with heart”
fame) have recently expanded their teaching space, as studio founder Stefanie Smith is
off to The Banff Centre for a one-year practicum.
“We’ll just have to find a way to use every square inch of this space,” says Holley.
“Maaike and I make all our work here. We offer classes, private lessons, and
professional services for ceramic artists. The place gets a little chaotic … I love it!”

Andrew says this trust allowed them all to be
comfortable, “and when you’re comfortable,
you’re able to do your best work on a movie set,
because you’re not afraid to try things.”
Andrew also points out that as a director, “it was
extremely easy to communicate with them, and
they with me, so we could work at an extremely
quick pace, which was very necessary given our
short shooting schedule.”

So far, their Intro to Pottery class has been a smash: an eight-week evening class,
giving students time to work on a wheel project with Charron and a handbuilding project
with Holley. “We’ll end the class with a raku firing, because we like the idea of going out
with a (probably metaphorical) bang,” says Holley.

Michael lives in California, Andrew is in Kenora,
and Wells is in Toronto, but it was important for
them to film this one at home. “With Andrew in the
mix we all had a shared desire to make a film in St.
John’s that showed a different side, a darker side,
and not focus on the postcard shots. St. John’s is
beautiful but it’s also raw and edgy," Wells says.
"We wanted to make a movie that tapped into that
edge and that was visually unlike anything else we
had seen filmed at home before."

So, aside from a fulfilling hobby in a community of passionate creative types, what do
people get out of pottery? “It’s a workout, that’s for sure,” says Holley. “Production
potters are strong. There’s a lot of talk about pottery being good for mental health,
and that’s certainly been my experience. Getting my hands in clay is instantly calming
and centering. Frustrating sometimes, but it’s taught me a lot about letting go of
expectations and being open to surprise.”

Other actors in the film include Natalie Brown
(The Strain), Robert Joy (CSI: NY, The Hills Have
Eyes) and Stephen McHattie (Orphan Black,
Seinfeld) and our very own Andy Jones.

For Fall 2018 pottery class schedule, visit TJ’s Old Place
or Maaike Charron Ceramics online.

With the new activity around the studio, the potters are seeing more and more people
eager to get their hands dirty. “Some people show up with specific projects in mind, but
most just say ‘I’ve always wanted to do this!’” says Holley. “I hope we can keep bringing
in different people, build a small diverse community.”

As a first step towards pottery mastery, Holley recommends hitting the books. “Find
some books—the older the better,” says Holley. “The basics of clay haven’t changed in
thousands of years, so learn them and let your imagination take over from there!”

8 days/nights out this SEPTEMBER
ST. JOHN’S COOKIE CON
September 9th @ St. Thomas Church (3-6pm)
Calling all cookie bakers, professional and amateur. This is your chance to compete for
prizes in a variety of categories. You can also just show up and gorge on others’ goodies;
a mere $5 entry fee entitles you to 6 cookies. There are 6 categories + a People’s Choice
Award: Junior (bakers under 14); Best Chocolate Chip Cookie; Best Vegan Cookie; Best
Gluten Free Cookie; Best Use of an Unusual Ingredient; Most Aesthetically Pleasing. More
details at Sweetbakes.ca. Proceeds go to Thrive, a local youth outreach group.
FISH AND BREWIS COMPETITION FUNDRAISER
September 8th @ CNIB NL, 70 The Boulevard (3-5pm)
Come check out 6 different recipes by 6 different home-chefs, and vote on the winner.
Music, raffles, food and more. Tickets are $20 and can be purchased by calling Amanda
Halliday at 709-754-1180 x 5807.
PAL KITE FESTIVAL
September 9th @ Bowring Park (1-4pm)
For the 6th year in a row, PAL is inviting everyone out to celebrate the wonder of
flight. “We’ve got many great fun filled things in store this year including our kite flying
contest, bouncy castle, face painting, BBQ and live musical entertainment! As always
admission is free to the general public.” Cash BBQ on site provided by Red Oak Catering.
All proceeds from kite sales will be donated to a local charity.
30TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION OPEN HOUSE
September 15th @ Apocathery Hall on 488 Water Street (12-3pm)
To celebrate its 30th birthday, novelty destination James J. O'Mara Pharmacy Museum
is having an open house. “We'll have tours, a guessing game contest, 10% off all gift
shop merchandise, and a cod liver oil tasting challenge!” Admission is free, donations
are welcome.
DESIGN CANADA FILM SCREENING
September 20th @ The LSPU Hall (8-10pm)
Through the lens of graphic design, this doc follows the transformation of a nation from
a colonial outpost to a vibrant and multicultural society. How do logos, icons, and similar
elements shape who we are? In the 1960s and 1970s, these questions were answered
by an innovative group of Canadian designers, who used design to unify the nation. A starstudded cast provide commentary alongside dazzling design work that’s defined us.
OLD MAN LUEDECKE
September 23rd @ The Ship Pub (8:30-12:30)
The country’s favourite banjo-wielding Folk / Alt Country musician will be back in town for
one night at The Ship. He’ll be accompanied by Joel Hunt; $25 tickets available at The Ship
LIFE SUCKS: A PLAY
September 26-29 @ Arts & Culture Centre (7:30pm)
Written by multiple award-winning playwright Aaron Posner, this is the first time this
hit production from Chicago and New York will hit St. John’s. From their website, “In
this hilariously clever and modern reworking of Chekhov’s Uncle Vanya, a group of old
friends, ex-lovers, estranged in-laws, and lifelong enemies gather to grapple with life’s
thorniest questions—and each other. What could possibly go wrong?”
REPAIR CAFE: BRING IT AND FIX IT.
September 29th @ St. John’s Tool Library (1-4pm)
Bring along a broken item from home you’ve been wanting to fix, grab a coffee or tea,
and get to it, with the guidance of a repair coach, and all the tools you’ll need. You’ll
leave with your item repaired and some new skills to boot. Your item can be anything
from furniture to electronics to toys or clothes. Keep your trash out of a landfill, and
your cash in your pocket.

What’s After
Happening?
3 New Breweries Announced
in Corner Brook, Port
Union, and St. Anthony
Corner Brook: Major’s
Logging Limited has
announced they’ll be
building a brewery &
boutique hotel in Corner
Brook. Details are scant,
but it’ll be in the former
Bargain Shop space on Water
Street, and will have a taproom
with growler fills. Port Union: It will be
named the Union Electric Brewing Company,
after the Union Electric building it has
acquired to operate out of. Nardia McGrath
has a background in wine, and has partnered
with an employee of Port Rexton Brewing
(Jane Tucker) to launch the brewery. It’ll
open sometime in 2019. St. Anthony: This one
will be called RagnaRöck Northern Brewing
Company, and will set up its microbrewery
and taproom at 223-227 West Street in St.
Anthony (the Clock Shop Building).

that we need to fix." Insinuations on how
include economic diversification beyond oil,
increasing provincial revenues, and reaching
out to the federal government. Ball also said
the Public Utilities Board will be brought
back to put "consistent, affordable" power
rates in place. Both Ches Crosbie and Gerry
Rogers, leaders of the PCs and NDP,
say they want a little more detail
before they buy it.

Seasonal Workers
in NL Get Additional
5 weeks of EI
To address the prominence
of seasonal work in certain
areas of the country, the federal
government granted 13 regions
an additional 5 weeks of eligibility for EI.
Most of these regions are specific cities
or municipalities, but for Newfoundland &
Labrador, it is the entire province,
except St. John’s.

MusicNL 2018 Awards
Shortlists Announced

As always, many bands have multiple
nominations, including 5 apiece for Mark
Bragg’s Winter, The Swining Belles’ Super
Sibling Detective Agency, and Fortunate Ones’
Finalists Announced for WANL’s
Hold Fast. The Ennis Sisters and Le Riche
2018 NL Book Award for Fiction
also have 4 nominations each. Rum Ragged,
(Sponsored by Killick Capital)
Mallory Johnson, Property, Kellie Loder,
Carolina East, Glen Collins and Paul Brace
Bridget Canning, The Greatest Hits of
earned 3 nominations each. For the full list
Wanda Jaynes (Breakwater Books)
of categories and nominees, visit MusicNL.
Joel Thomas Hynes, We’ll All Be Burnt in
ca. The 6 albums vying for the FACTOR Album
Our Beds Some Night (HarperCollins)
of the Year are: Fortunate Ones’
Mary Walsh, Crying for the Moon:
Hold Fast, Mark Bragg’s Winter,
A Novel (HarperCollins)
Premier Ball has
Mick Davis’s Touch the Moon,
vaguely promised to
Ouroboros’s Kitchuses, and
Premier Ball Claims
"separate ratepayers
The Ennis Sisters’ Keeping
We Won’t be Paying for
from the Muskrat
Time, and The Swining Belles’s
Financial Burden of
Falls debt."
Superstar Sibling Detective
Muskrat Falls
Agency. Winners will be
announced at MusicNL Week
Premier Dwight Ball has vaguely
2018, in Twillingate in October.
promised to "separate ratepayers
from the Muskrat Falls debt" by
Green Kitchen Has Taken Over
promising two things: ratepayers will not
the Old Jumping Bean Building
pay higher rates, nor more taxes, to make
on Harvey Road.
up for the massive cost over-runs on the
Muskrat Falls hydro project. The plan is to
It's vegetarian menu includes cauliflower
treat the cost of Muskrat Falls like standard
wings, tempeh reuben, and a black bean
government debt, instead of doubling
burger. It's one-liner About Us is "Delicious
what people pay for electricity. Slamming
plant based food for everyone! Treat your
his predecessors, the PCs, he said, "We’ll
tastebuds and your body too."
deal with this debt like we deal with every
other debt that we’ve been left and situation
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Lisa Moore’s
Something
For Everyone
BY OLIVIA HEANEY

In the first story
of Something For
Everyone, Moore
describes a creeping
hole in a pair of
nylons that gets bigger
and bigger during an urgent
sexual encounter in a shoe closet.
For the character wearing the
nylons, physical possibilities open
up as the tights unravel – she finds
herself transcending boundaries
she didn’t think were possible.

But even while caught in an impasse,
Moore’s characters are mesmerized by
hopes of transcending their entrapment –
by possibilities that open outward like the
imprint of heat in the plasma of a modern
Brannock foot measurer (“A Beautiful
Flare”). Like the collection itself,
the characters represent things
and look at ways of being that
haven’t been tried before.
The stories in Something
for Everyone are like prizes
in pass-the-parcel. They tie
up neatly, but they’re loose
enough so that when you move the
package, the corner edge tears, and the
wrapping opens up like a hole in a pair of
nylons, and you realize there are a lot more
layers underneath that need to be peeled
back and teased apart.

And yes – there is something for everyone.
There’s a subtle social justice bent – an
English professor who carries a naloxone
kit strapped to her thigh, and a sex worker
It’s the kind of magic that permeates the
with the same first name as a woman in the
whole book.
industry who was murdered in St. John’s
last year (“Skywalk”). There’s a manic triple
Lisa Moore brings a particular wizardry to
orgasm (“A Beautiful Flare”). There’s even a
whatever she touches, but her command of
locally treasured, glittering-wig-wearingthe short story is such that when she bends its
gilt-guitar-carrying musician who could
rules, we look at old ideas in new ways. With
be the sublime lovechild of David
Moore, limits disappear and there is no
Bowie and Ron Hynes (“The Fjord
either/or – you’re allowed to have
of Eternity”).
your cake and eat it too. You can
Her command of
be dead and alive at the same
the short story is such
In Something for Everyone,
time (“The Fjord of Eternity”). You
that when she bends its
Santa’s
reindeer are part of
can be the gayest guy in town and
rules, we look at old
an ancient herd whose bones
still have mindblowing sex with
ideas in new ways.
rise up out of Icelandic peat bogs
a woman in a storage room at the
every Christmas Eve to zip through
Avalon Mall (“A Beautiful Flare”).
time and space (“Lighting Up the Dark”).
As for Santa, he moves in
The characters in Moore’s
a way that can’t be felt or
collection are trapped in
measured or even thought
precarity. There’s a family of
of as speed and he can turn
six working four jobs between
back time, because for
them to keep up a two-bedroom
him time doesn’t actually
apartment (“The Viper’s Revenge”)
exist – he bypasses “tired
and an adult basic education
notions of duration and the
class filled with hard-done young
idea of moving from point
adults working their asses off,
A to point B.” By the time
even though they’re unlikely to
you finish this collection,
ever get a job (“The Challenges
you might believe Santa
and Rewards of Re-entering the
Claus is real
Workforce”).
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A BREAKDOWN OF THE BRAND
NEW $761,000 INVESTMENT
IN ST. JOHN’S TRANSIT

BY CHAD PELLEY

The City of St. John’s and the Federal government have partnered on
4 improvements to public transit in the name of “growing the middle
class, and supporting a high standard of living for Canadians and
their families for years to come.”
Nick Whalen, Member of Parliament for St. John’s East, and Dave Lane, St. John’s
Councillor at Large, announced the $761,000 project yesterday. The main win here
focuses on accessibility. The funding will see roughly 30 shelters become wheelchair
accessible. Some of the funding is also going to a review of the Metrobus system, some
towards a computer system that promises to “improve overall system reliability and
functionality,” and the rest to the installation of a new tire balancing machine.
The money comes from the Federal Government’s “Transit Infrastructure Improvement
Fund,” so it is just that: improvements to infrastructure, not the sorts of operational
improvements many folks are longing for.
Naturally, an injection of $761,000 into our public transit system, including improved
accessibility, is a good thing. But there’s hesitation among many to call the
announcement a great thing, as the plans do not address long-standing frustrations
with the Metrobus system, such as how existing bus shelters are often functionally
useless in the winter, on account of snow clearing issues. For example, one of the
four projects is “the installation of a new tire balancing machine to allow for in-house
servicing.” That does not excite riders quite as much as would have, say, tweaks to
Metrobus’s notoriously inefficient routes in getting from point A to Point B, but those are
municipal level issues to address and this is federal funding for infrastructure upgrades.
It remains unclear just how much fixing up of the routes we can do in a non-grid city, in
fairness. Surely there’s room for improvement, and commendably, there’s been some
acknowledgement of that of late.
But the point remains that all the wheelchair lifts, bike racks, wifi signals, and federal
investments in the world can’t really improve a system many won’t ride on account of
route inefficiencies, and that sentiment was the reigning counter-balance – hopefully not
dismissive reaction – to yesterday’s news.
Besides, there is hope that operational issues will be addressed in the review to be
conducted as part of the funding.
Whalen says “this funding will support a modern and accessible public transportation
in St. John’s, improving service, and providing a better commuting experience for all
transit customers, every day.”
Lane echoes the sentiment of improving the accessibility of our public transportation
system. “The comprehensive transportation review, accessible shelters, and
technological upgrades will make a positive difference in our community, and in the lives
of our residents for many years to come.”
The upgrades come as part of an “Investing in Canada” infrastructure plan, for which the
Government of Canada has vowed to invest 28.7 billion in National Public Transit Systems
over 12 years. The City and Federal Government will each contribute over $380,000 to
these upgrades.
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